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About Science: Home Practice Primary
Primary 3/4 and 5/6
Reinforce concepts and test pupils’ understanding with practice questions following the format of the exam paper,
and examiner tips, based on the latest Ministry of Education Science Syllabus.
• Reinforce understanding with unit worksheets and consolidate knowledge with practice questions.
• Encourage self-assessment with answers included at the back of the book.
• Ensure that all abilities are catered for with differentiated question papers.
• Prepare students for examination with examiner hints and tips on common mistakes, and mark schemes.

About Science: Tests Primary 3/4
Provide ample practice at unit and theme level, to reinforce concepts learned
and prepare for tests, following the Primary Science Syllabus closely

Primary 3/4
9789810637460 • $9.90

Need more information?
To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team
on +65 67493551 or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.

About Science: Process Skills
Primary 3/4 and 5/6
Prepare for the exam and encourage pupils to answer
questions through the use of process skills, based on the
latest Singapore Ministry of Education science syllabus.
• Identify the process skills used when answering multiplechoice and open-ended questions as specified in the syllabus.
• Examine how process skills are applied when answering
questions.
Primary 5

Primary 6

9789810637491
$9.90

9789814767859
$11.10

• Revise and reinforce knowledge with concise notes for each
topic.
• Encourage self-assessment with answers included at the back
of the book.
• Stretch students with more challenging questions, requiring
the use of various combinations of process skills.

Using apparatus and equipment

Observing

Inferring
What it means
When we infer, we interpret observations based on what we already know.

Example
Three types of plants, X, Y and Z, were planted in a garden. After two years, offspring
of these three types of plants were found growing outside the garden as shown in the
diagram below.

road

What it means

What it means

When we observe, we:
• use one or more relevant and appropriate senses (hearing, sight, smell, taste and
touch).
• study the objects or events carefully in order to obtain information about their
characteristics and details such as size, shape, texture, position, etc.
• may need to use instruments such as a ruler, a spring balance or a microscope to help
us to be more accurate in gathering the information.

When we want to use a piece of apparatus, instrument or equipment, we must know:
• when to use it.
• the limitations of the apparatus.
• how to use the apparatus correctly.
• how to get the most accurate results.

Example

Shel wanted to find out whether light is necessary for germination. The diagram below
shows some of the apparatus available in the Science Room.

Example

The diagram below shows five bulbs connected to two batteries. When one of the bulbs is
not working, only two bulbs remain lighted. Which bulb is not working?
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Which of the following indicates how the seeds of plants X, Y and Z are likely to have been
dispersed?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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black
paper
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Draw the most suitable set-up for his experiment.

Using the skill

Z
Animal
Splitting
Splitting
Wind

Using the skill

A bulb that is not working will form an open circuit, preventing flow of electricity. Ask
yourself: If you remove a bulb, can you still draw a line along the circuit to connect one
end of the battery to the other?

Ask yourself: What variable are you investigating? One of the set-ups has that variable
and the other set-up does not have it. All other variables must be present in both setups.

Answer
(2). If bulbs 1 and 3 are not working, electricity can still flow through the bulb on the
left and then through bulbs 2 and 4. If bulb 2 is not working, electricity can still flow
through bulbs 3 and 4, lighting them up. If bulb 4 is not working, all the other bulbs
cannot light up.

Using the skill
Ask yourself: What are the different methods of seed dispersal? What kind of
distribution would be expected for seed dispersal by wind, splitting or animal?

Answer
black
paper

moist cotton wool

moist cotton wool

Answer
(1). Plants whose seeds are dispersed by wind will tend to have offspring growing in
a location that follows the direction of the wind. Plants whose seeds are dispersed by
splitting will have offspring growing relatively near to the parent plant. Plants whose
seeds are dispersed by animals will have no general dispersal pattern.
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Comparing

Chapter 1 ❘ Understanding Process Skills

Generating possibilities

Classifying

What it means
When we compare, we identify the similarities and differences between the objects that
we observe.

Example
Which of the following animals would not be able to take in dissolved oxygen?
(1)
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(2)

What it means

What it means

When we classify things, we identify common characteristics or properties and then sort
the things into groups based on these characteristics.

When we generate possibilities, we use what we observe to come up with alternative:
• inferences or conclusions.
• predictions or hypotheses.
• explanations.

Example
Complete the classification chart below using the words given in the box:
ceramic tile

brass cup

iron rod

rubber tile

metal pencil box

Example

water

Si Qing had three rods, P, Q and R, of unknown materials. She placed them in various
positions, A, B and C, of the circuit shown below. The results of the experiment were shown
in the table below. When any of the bulbs, L1, L2, L3 or L4, lit up during the experiment, a
tick ( ✓ ) was placed in the box. All the bulbs were identical.

Object
Blind salamander

Shark

Conduct electricity

Do not conduct electricity
A

(3)

(4)

L1

B

L2

Positions where rods were placed

L3
L4

C

A

B

C

P

Q

R

Bulb
L1

L2

L3

L4

✓

✓

✓

Which of the following would show the correct result if the rods, P, Q and R, were placed at
different positions?
Whale

Jellyfish

Using the skill

Positions where rods were placed

Ask yourself: What materials are good conductors of electricity and what materials are
poor conductors of electricity?

Using the skill
Ask yourself: What kind of structures allow dissolved oxygen to move from the
surroundings into the animal quickly?
Answer
(3). Structures which are thin-walled and have large exposed surface areas (the gills in
small animals) allow dissolved oxygen to move into the animal more quickly.

Answer
Object
Conduct electricity

Do not conduct electricity

Brass cup
Iron rod
Metal pencil box
Water

Ceramic tile
Rubber tile
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✓
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✓

Using the skill
Ask yourself: Which rod is not a conductor of electricity?
Answer
(4). In the experiment, when rod Q was placed in position B, only bulb L1 did not light
up, indicating that rod Q is not a conductor of electricity. Electricity still flowed through
rods P, R and bulbs L2, L3, L4. When rod Q is placed in position A, electricity can only
flow through bulb L4.

All metals are good conductors of electricity. Water can also conduct electricity.
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